






⚫ EasyReports was built as a software keeping in mind the needs of 

an small and mid-sized organization which wants to empower 

their users with the tools required to automate the reporting 

function

⚫ With over 11 years of experience in reporting software we have 

the perfect combination of functionality and technology to 

enable organizations to quickly adopt and implement 

EasyReports

The easy to use reporting tool





“EasyReports helped to save days of effort in 
making reports and MIS”

CEC-ITD Cem- TPL Joint Venture

All trademarks and copyrights acknowledged to their respective owners

“The implementation of automated reporting 
has helped us to regain control over our 
business and reduce inefficiencies ”

Damodar Ropeways & Infra Limited

“Now we get automated reports without 
having to wait. EasyReports allows us to save a 
lot of effort. We get all required reports on 
time!”

Keventer Group





EasyReports provides you single click

access to a variety of reports. Apart from

standard reports you can create your

own reports too. Covers almost all areas

of your business

You can access reports on the click of a

button without having to wait for someone

to compile information. Business decisions

can be taken in real time. Tally does not

become slow on execution of reports

Compared to other reporting and business

intelligence tools EasyReports has a simple

learning curve since it is made for end-users

and incorporates the latest user experience

features

The users can save their filters and settings in 

layouts and there is no need to re-apply or 

work on manual excel files. Using the report 

scheduler the reports can be auto-emailed 

too. Security layer allows granular access to 

information

R I

T E
Timely Information Easy to Use

Readymade MIS Individualized

Spend more time in 
analysis rather than in 

preparation of data



Pivot Reports

Drag and drop and create your own layouts in

seconds with Pivots. Columns, rows are all

configurable as per your needs as well as

applying filters, monthly, quarterly annual,

comparative and ranking functions

Grid Reports

If you need a customized register or report

you can quickly save your layouts by drag

and drop and export or schedule registers.

No more waiting for customized reports or

waste effort in downloading data

Spreadsheet Reports

Innovative spreadsheet reporting allows you

to build your excel reports within EasyReports

taking away dependency and risk of excel

files going missing and also reducing manual

excel working

Fixed Format Reports

Pre-formatted reports are sometimes required

by businesses, e.g. customer statements or

board level presentations or external report

formats. They are all possible through fixed

format reporting in EasyReports



Interactive Dashboards
You sometimes do not want to go through pages of reports to determine the 

information important to you. That’s why we have given you dashboards where 

you can interact with your data and see what is really useful immediately

Comprehensive
A dashboard can represent information from multiple sources –

Sales, Debtors, Stock, etc. to show you a complete overview

Drill down
The data in the dashboard can be drilled down to help you 

understand the details behind the numbers you see

Filters
When you deal with a large set of information filtering the data 

helps access information for decision making, e.g. outstanding 

and ageing based on a group of customers

Designer
The dashboard is powered by drag and drop designer which 

you can use to create your own layouts in minutes without 

depending on the IT department or external vendors









Sales

Sales reports covers the sales register with drag and drop fields for 

flexible MIS and other formats for active-inactive, billing efficiency, 

growth, contribution, top N amongst others

Purchases

Similar to sales purchase would cover supplier wise purchases with 

average rates monthly, rate variance, item purchase history. 

Purchase register with drag and drop allows various formats.

General Ledger

The GL reporting allows you a flexible daybook format which can 

create various types of output. Expense comparatives, contribution, 

monthly/quarterly breakdown, budget vs actual are possible

Inventory

Inventory movement, ageing, holding analysis, slow moving 

analysis are some of the popular KPIs which are used by 

organizations. It is also possible to generate Production and 

Requirement planning reports

Cost Centre

Cost Centre P&L, Segmental reporting, Cost centre trial and 

reporting across multiple cost categories are all possible with 

EasyReports.

Financial

Trial balance, PL , Cost Centre Profit & Loss, Balance Sheet, Working 

Capital analysis and financial ratios are common requirements. 

Through ledger mapping to MIS custom MIS formats are also 

possible

Supplier 

Supplier ageing, transactions, movement, history, average days 

outstanding, average payment days, supplier master, outstanding 

statement are all available

Customer

Customer movement, outstanding, ageing by customer dimensions 

such as salesperson, town, etc. are possible alongwith KPIs for 

average payment days, credit analysis, active-inactive, ageing 

variance



This report help you to 
identify the inactive 
customers based on 
following parameters - Last 
Sale Date, Current 
Outstanding and Credit 
Limit.



Track the item wise 
sales growth and de-
growth with KPI 
indicator



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales



Track the Item purchased 
month wise from 
different vendor



Cost centre wise monthly 
transaction



Monthly transaction 
opening , inflow  & 
outflow with cash bank 



Ledger wise voucher 
transaction for quick  
view



Inventory master in details



Track your item due 
from different ages 
bucket  



Inbuilt Excel based 
reporting achieve any 
format



Now vendor statement 
preparing become easy 
on single click with 
company logo 





Account Payable

Track vendor details in single window. Multiple company wise 

vendor movement, collections, ageing payment, summary etc.

Accounts Receivable

Track customer details outstanding, ageing, sales vs  receipt with 

multiple companies and consolidation. Track all your customer 

positions

Cash Position

The cash position dashboard gives you an overview of your group’s 

cash and bank position with inflow, outflows and top receipts and 

payments

Company

A single dashboard to show you the most important information 

regarding your company. This dashboard too can work across 

multiple companies

Purchase 

Track who you are purchasing from and what is being purchased. 

The rate trends can also be spotted from this dashboard.

Sales

The sales dashboard provides monthly sales, current vs last year 

sales, top customers, top products, etc. 

Working Capital

The working capital dashboards gives the movement of working 

capital between two dates allowing you to see the sources and 

deployment of funds

Dashboard Designer

Using the dashboard designer it is possible to generate all sorts of 

different layouts with simple configuration and drag and drop 

operations



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales

Check customer account 
receivable details more 
efficiently in single window 
by outstanding, ageing, 
transaction details etc.



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales

Check vendor account 
payable details more 
efficiently in single window



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales

Company dashboard -
critical information in 
single window



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales

Sales dashboard for with 
monthly comparison, top 
customer, top item etc

Tab system enable you to 
view multiple dashboard 
in same window



Focus on Parties by 
identify the contribution 
in total sales

Cash flow lets you take 
financial decision easily



Track working capital 
changes and see where 
monies are coming from 
and getting blocked
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EasyReports is developed using Microsoft

technologies using the .NET Framework.

We keep ourselves up to date with

patches to keep compatibility with

platform releases

EasyReports can connect to multiple data

sources like SQL Server, Oracle, SAP HANA

DB, MySQL and many more. Custom

connectors can be built for other

EasyReports has built the entire user experience

keeping in mind the needs and learning curve

of the business user while incorporating easy to

learn tools for the IT Department and

Consultants who implement the product

The latest in technology – EasyReports’ in-

memory analysis engine allows you to load

data into memory and utilize the same for

analytics without having to punish the server for

every operation filter, drag and drop operation

Multiple Data Sources Intuitive UI/UX

Microsoft Platform In-Memory Analysis



* Web module is optional



Unlike other connectors

which are app based and

require a running app for

import of data we have a

service based connector

which runs in the

background

EasyReports’ Tally

Connector has built in

voucher reconciliation

engine and matches

voucher count and reports

any import errors via logging

and email alerts

If you have user defined

fields in Tally which have

been customized by us or

anyone else you can import

the same using the Tally

Connector via simple

configuration. It supports

single value UDFs at master

and transaction levels

Commonly used excel

uploaders are provided with

the Tally Connector for

enhancing your MIS

functions – budgets, targets,

customer, item and other

reporting dimensions, etc.

EasyReports’ Tally Connector comes with more than a decade of tally
integration experience and dealing with various scenarios. We provide
one of the most comprehensive reporting collection of tally data
enabling all your common reporting requirements to be addressed



EasyReports
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